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Rtm: oot in the context of ego fulfillment
through ycur seed: not even in the context of
conscious physical exertion, Just :run. R\m s~1ift
and strong but use only the l:x:>nes arrl muscles in
your feet 1 calves, arrl thighs to propel JIDU. Ignore your rasps of breath, let 'the pains in
your side push up your body using your sledging
hip like a hanmer; p:>und the pain up along your
ribs, your shoulders, ' yt>\.r neck. let it ache in
your ears until it reaches your brain and becanes
ntmb arrl tii'1k:J'nm. Then close the doors behind
your whistling ear cavi'ties t lock out your dried
nostrils and your parched spit-st:rung rrouth. Pay
no rnirrl to those minor parts of your body (your
senses) that scream at you to stop running.
But keep your eyes.
Tum off your mind canpletely. Shut down
your creative factories, your aesthetic senses,
arrl ~es even your logic. Keep your eyes wide open
except to blink back dust, but (and this is the
JOOst difficult part) force yourself not to see the
hundreds of glittering girls Hho line the track
watching you. Ibn't think about your :running.
Don 1 t ask your legs if they're s"t:r9ng enough or
steady enough or graceful, Don't ask your arms
if they're p.mtping steady in your rhythm.
ron•t wonder if yoo can Hithstand the exertion.
Ibn't wonder if you're still running. Just :run.
N~7 that you've taken the variables out of
your action, made your OOdy the soul of the action,
vour bcx:lh solely an action, we can let you go
8nd pan back da-m the track and observe your opponent for a seoc:n:i. He is ycur opposite in alJoost
every respect. He must retain his mentality, in
· fact make it his master as yoo have your body.
He is the motivation, you ar-e the force. You
must SLII'ge on and on Hhile he lopes behind in your
vlake, calculating. It's for him that the cJXJ,..rd is
cheering, They encourage him. Tr,ey idolize him.
(He' 11 be in the stark +oreground of the Life rrap;azine cover, fondling a high caliber troo'lty. Your
head Hill peer sightless fran the !'laque in the

hazy backgrotmd,) You are
allow yourself to be stop~
He is at the will of
inner strenght, taut arrl n
Sharp as an axe-head, His
been reconstructed and trn:
with as m..ch careful rigid
and physique. He has lean
with his intellect iust as
verse the priority of these
His advantage: an eX
well as his body. A high
the intentions fran his mi
his arms to his fingertips
thought into sleek-barrele
i ty of his intention is _.hi:
electnmic and infrared an(
a television camera,
Whether his intent is
matter. His mtivation ne,
uation. "it"isn•t imJX>rtan·
trained. Just as you are ·
That's why you need ~'~
keep them open. Hide open
to guide yru t act as '1.-TalkiJ
wise blinded senses. They
the maze of COI"X:rete 11D1'10l
and fire hydrants, They hi
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1e context of ego fulfillment
not even in the context of
exertion, Just run. Rtm sv.1ift
only the tones am muscles in
an:l thighs to propel ~ou. Igbreath. let the pains in
body using your sledging
pound the pajn up along your
, your neck. Let it ache in
reach~ yCAJr brain and becanes
Then close the doors behind
ca.vities t lock out your dried
parched spit-strung JIOuth. Pay
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ck dust, but (and this is the
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if yoo can withstand the exertion.
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your OOdy the soul of the action,
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hazy background,) You are merel~' a prize . If vou
allow yourself to be stopped.
He is at the will of his senses. His is an
inner strenght, taut and tuned like a piano strinl!,
Sharp as an axe-head. His patience and logic have
been reconstructed and trained and disciplined
with as much careful rigidity as your own sinews
and physique. He has learned to transcend his body
~vith his intellect just as you have learned to re-verse the priority of these traits.
His advantage: an extension of his mind as
well as his body. A high caliber rifle that ta'<:es
the intentions fran his mind which he fla.vs through
his arms to his fingertips and amplifies the -thought into sleek-barreled action. The solidari ty of his intention is _.his bullet. His eye is
electronic and infrared and it follows you like
a television camera.
Whether his intent is evil or not doesn't
matter. His motivation never enters into the situation. 'It"isn•t imrortant, He does as he is
trained, Just as you are trained to run,
That's why you need your eyes. Remember,
keep them open. vJide open at all times. They have
to guide yoo t act as 1;.1alking cane for your othePwise blinded senses. They have to slit through
the maze of corcrete monoliths and traffic lights
and fire hydrants. They have to tell you ~,yhere
and ~vhen to tum along the track. The city is your
track. Spectators line the sid~·Jalks arrl hang out
of high windCMS. Watching you. Booing you. Cheering h:iJn---~.aintain! Shut off your mind! t1aintain!
Use only your body. And your eyes. Just run.
He isn't close. He doesn't have to be to
fol~.., you.
The po;-Jer of his gtm makes him as long
as he needs to be. He kneels na-.; and lines you
in his eye. Dead-center. The c~vd holds its
breath as one,
The rules are a photooraph in the mind, clear
as the page in his manual:
POmi'S- VJCUND TO HE.AD (BP.,AJ]!) O:r'
rnESr- (HD\.'RT):
100 !"-1Jff:DIP'I'E PIN.
1·?0t.J!'-ID TO LEG: 50 P0TIITS
'dOUND TO A~~., P.Al.ffi, F(X)'l',: 10 JY'INTS

Cot1PLETE MISS:

0 POUITS

His finp;er tenses on the trigger. The cro:·7d
tvai ts, frozen, its anticipation punctuated into
patterns hy the sound of your feet hitt~g asphalt.
He oresses the trigger. Thwack (silencer) •
The crowd gasps as one. If ~ oould hear, the
bullet wruld t-Thisk like a knife past your head.
t-":iss.
Points: zero. The cra-;rd hums its
disapJX)intment mixed with disdain.
One bullet gone, and he is allOt-ted three.
Stan: ha-1 does one stop a bOdy whose impetus
is not mentally based? Whose only impetus is the
mechanics of fts own rrotion? The mind <besn' t
exist, perhaps never did; the brain ~cts only as
a channel between the eye and the act~on.
It is conceivable, then, that if a projectile
were to hit, for instance, an
or a J.i.~, or.
if it were to sink non-fatally mto the chest, ~t
oould not bring the body to a canplete halt.
.
Speed and bal~e could be impaire?, true; but. ram
Hc:W.d not register, and the mechan~sm ~~d dr~ve
onward (minus the use of the non-funct~on~ng: section) were its only ambition the continuity of
its action. h'ithout the pain, without the brain,
mental anguish oould be no factor in the oody's
decrease of speed. The visual impact of loss of
blood would count far nothing.
(The second bullet had been fired. It hit
a hand. No diminution of speed or balance.)
(10 Points)
It folJDws, then, that the only Hay to canpletely arrest t"le Jrotion is either to crush the
body under a treme.rxious Neight (in which case a
bullet doesn't apply) or
.
it could come from a d~s
turbance ¥ll. thin the organism. Fn:tying and •vinding da-m of the mainspring. Exhaustion of JX)t-ler
in the battery. . Collapse of the nervous system.

ec:r

Rtm: and let vour legs absorb the air like
lungs and b'\l["'l"l it
usabi: energy~ . Yc;>ur heart t-!as
pumping rarder before, durmg the 1117t~al phase. of
the run. ?otmding like a mallet agamst your r~bs
tmtil you got the pace •
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your active mirrl. Do not <
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· Wrench.
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your mind to consciousness
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non-fatally into the chest, it
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X>Uld be impaired, true; but pain
• and the mechanism v;ould drive
1se of the non-functioning: seer CIIlbition the continuity of
1t the pain, withoot the brain,
Ld be no factor in the oody's
The visual impact of loss of
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illet had been fired. It hit
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1en, that the only vray to canJrotion is either to crush the
xious t~ight (in which case a
lv) or
·
it could come f:run a dis~ organism.
Fraying and Hindi.nspring. Exlaustion of ~ver
Dllapse of the nervous system.

~our legs absorb the air like
is usable energy. Your heart v!as
ore, during the initial phase of
like a mallet against your ribs
pace.

You picked up speed after t he fir--:t l r st 0f
bullet. Perhaps there v;as a srnall secti on of \'c)ur
sul:conscious that was still f~tional. Perha~s
it felt and fed your body with the fear of a n~ar
BRAiiJ \•~XJND. The T.V. cameras recorded vc'lr increase. Be wary of that. Remember, mai~tain negative control over your s~onscious as vrell as
your active mirrl. Do not allow ycurself to perceive danger •
Yoor heart developed a pace after trat. There
was a slight acc:!elera.tion as the second bullet
pierced your hand, but that can be accounted for
with physiDlogical reasons: adrenal.in flow. No
discipline violation.
Pace and pulse rate steady. Content your
eyes with the narTOW backstreets you're travelling
now. Many alleys to dart into in the event of a
desperate JIDVe to safetY. Content yourself: the
end of the track is near: three blocks. Your legs
may yet scissor the red ribbon.
He has only one more bullet.
Let your pace canfort you. The luke-warm
regular blood flowing the channels of your arms and
legs soothes like a shc:Mer.
laJrench.
Your heart is pounding again, suddenly, fiercely out of rhythm.
Its beats defy pattern. They are painfully
few and strike like lightning. You feel your insides being wrenched apart into threads with each
one.
Between the abrupt searing pains t there is
dull ache. Your breaths backfire in your throat
with gulps: all in, none out of your body.
Each beat sh~ks your OOdy to a halt, shocks
your mind to consciousness.
"It follows then that the only way to completely
arrest the motiDn is •••• from within the organism.
Fraying and v.>inding-down of the rramspring ••••
Collapse of t'"le n~us systen."
Pain flashes blood-red in your eyes. Sp:tsms
grind your twitching shoulders into the asphalt.

You ~7 your face must be a fleshy v;hi te pretzel
of contortion, but hou've lost all control.
But, even nc:::M content yotn"self:
(The Rules again:) IN 'IHE EVENT OF A NATURAL
HALFUNCI'IONING Di EITHER PlAYER (e.g. cardiac
arrest, stroke) 'JJ-IE GAME IS DEClARED VOID•
If you live through this trial, no one ~vins.
Your bones are bending and cracking.
He is upon you nc:M; you can see him through
the black. His face shCMS no enntion, he s~s 
cbwn at you as would a nannequin. His rifle is
slung at his side, asleep, the third and final
pellet nestled in its chamber. T.V. aamems swim
around him. He knc:Ms the game is over.
Your breathing is JOC>re regular IlOtv. Alm:>st
normal. You'll live. Your tody and brain are tired
they mnt to sleep. Content yourself: the game
is over. No one won.
But no, his brain is still mrking---his
blank stare belies the flashing behind his eyes.
He hasn •t turned off ·fri.s brain as he was supposed
to! As he \-as trained to v,men a game is finished!
He's re.ising··his rifle, its point is mere inches
fran your forehead! Stop him! Someone please
stop him! Your widened eyes scream.
The T.V. cameras snap into action, brains
buzzing, Stli"'Uunding you both, t-aiting to remember the event. That is the only answer to the
pleas that holloH in your head.
Help me, please! The RULES! The RULES!
The manual! He's violating the IDLES in the

MANUAL!
In sheer panic your eyes freeze shut.
Haintain: Content yourself: the game is over.
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lol:otomy

In ?iet-r Har.ms!-lire vou can cJ
'7ith 3F and foreeast a vic
Against the herd-like othei
Their brains for quick liti
rattle around
Inside empty heads and disi
Echo in dreams the little I
Jingling corranercials that J
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.And the Parcy flatmts a vJir
Pranises to be broken and }
And shakes hands and never
In his carefully pressed st
The audience and decides v11
Remove his tie and rumple
His hair and talk about thE
To look like the ideal envc
Benighted nations to let tl
Know that Big Brother is v1<
Far a signature in blood wj
Surplus of goods or men 't-ih:
Both the same to the men ii
Net-1 Hampshire who claim a r
31% and forecast a victorii

1

speaking calmly, low slowly
in e3.rly stonn-winds
hoarse whispers,
the unenployrnent line ira !ayes
asked the man
tie-deep in forms and numbers
and what was wssible
if he would consent, right
then and there,
---as he tried to remembert he names of his daughters-t o being made an effigy-t'eminder
3rd eye .45 calibre lDbotomy:
smackdab in the middle
of the forehead,
and could he understand
the declaration of independen:!e
justice of itt
and sign a note to that effect

Jeff Olma
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Hohius
In fieH !-far.ms~ire you can claim a rnajoritv
3lt\. and forecast a victorious future
Against the hero-like others vrho are t-TenC:-ting
Their brains for quick little phrases to
rattle around
Inside empty heads and disturb sleep as they
Echo in dreams the little platitudes and
Jingling commercials that lead to right lever-pullinF
As a selection is made fran choices all the same
.And the Party flaunts a vJinner who makes
Promises to be broken and kisses babies
And shakes hands and never forgets to smile
In his carefully pressed suit as he gauges
The audience and decides 111hether to
Remove his tie and rumple
His hair and talk about the weather or
To look like the ideal envoy to visit the
Benighted nations to let them
KncM that Big Brother is 111atching and
For a signature in blood will pittance out a
Surplus of goods or men t.ihich are
Both the same to the men in
Netv .F~hire who claim a majority t-Yith
31% and forecast a victorius future •••
~!Jith

slowly

ira h:iyes
numbers

...ight

nber
rters--

;y-:ran:inder

>botomy:

~

ld

lepende~e

1t effect
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l i es
rending
for he res taken
the sun in his teeth
his eye
melts to vax in his rand
his skin is green
like faces
on your
color television
the wind wh:
through the portals on his a:
he is
a wamiting prize
for your ooul
eat him
for your wi:
off his plate
a stained srn
but
his nails catch
clinging
on the l edge of you
arrl you
cough him
cbwn the sink

i love you

He

i love you
but you
push me back
int o caves
where i
paint on walls
and grunt
and think of pushing
broken spears
into bears

their mouths
steam red with pain
i was thinking
t.Jithin stone walls
you needed protection
but turning away
from stl..,eaked fingers
i 'rn too late
sorry
for my knife-gift

to you
Do Loucks

D.

•

P.e l i es
rending

for he h3.s taken
the sun in his teeth
his eye
melts to v.ax in his h3.nd
his skin is green
like faces
on your
color television
the wind whistles
through the :rx:>rtals on his arm
he is
a wamiting prize
for your ooul
eat him
for your wis<hm
off his plate
a stained street
but
his nails catch

n

s

clinging

on the ledge of your throat
arrl you

cough him cbwn the sink
D. Loucks
D. I..o~ks

sub\11ay songs
1

down in the stL'-J.-lay
out of t~e rain
which Hay is upto~m
on a crossta.m train

you are alive- no symbola ghost we almost saHon your Hay, you Hhisper,
to visit your grandmother ~

dropping her penny
she asked as she stood
read me rrrv fornme
my ehes aren't good
if i th~~t i had to live here
instead of passing through
jesus christ america
i don't 'J<:no.7 what i' d do
2

the train is caning when,
five feet before me
you tumble
d~ into the tracks;
some cry no,
wave, reach hands;
knc:Ming the train would not swerve,i turn away
it stops.
knees to chest,
you lay,
black rra.n on )'Our' side ,
in that black Hit hole
flung paper bag
noo vJe see you are the poorest of all men
your brot~ers lift hou,
lay you da.vn,
eentle the ne':'Spaper
under your bruised head

Ka·

And in the End
h7e were eig-,hteen when he di•
~med in the waters

of a nearby lake,
and we,
not being so intinate with
thought ourselves tmusual,
bearers of unglad tidings t
dearly in need of solace.

<

We took to drinking and
drurrmed up reasons tvhy,

it hit us so close.
In fact we became closer anK
the more we thought about i 1
You'd t~ink we never
lived at all ,
but through his death

Davj

•

you are alive- no symbola ghost t.Je almost saHon your Hay, you Hhisper,
to visit your grandmother in canarsie

n

in

Kathleen Casev

tood

d

l to live here

:through
.ca
i'd do

1g

when,

ne
~ks;

.

' would

not swerve, i turn away

• side,
:hole

.And in the End

''1e were eighteen when he died,
dr-a..rned in the waters
of a nearby lake,
and we,
not being so int:i.nate with death,
thought ourselves unusual,
bearers of unglad tidings t
dearly in need of solace.
We took to drinking and
drurmed up l'easons tvhy,

it hit us so close.
In fact we became closer and closer,
the more we thought about it.
You'd think we never
lived at all ,
but through his death

-e the poorest of all men
David Hobkirk

ft hou,

per
d head

Ca ·'iy Dreams*

.A.cause
so caught in the tube these
manic elves scatter black & white &
3 a.m. knob twirled slow
notion
caught between ~ey fingers will i
nervous

miss
this song
jazz
trickled out of cities
brain
out of brain
thought
out of time this fear of
novies flashed hot urrler
IroOns & run my hand
please hook anew sare haunted line to ask
if magic's cracked a dawn my
frierrls
die climbing out of eyes
mine
scene have i seen this

tear transparent for this

streamliners--hot old n
frun peekskill and the unta
pittsford sunset
on a Heekend escape to
fall out shelters arrl the lE
boat wharfage ••• leroy islanc
~ again, flinging mysell
caning together by can:'ier 1

it's one long ride frin
but I'm rrak:in time in this c
Cassady would've really dug
he t s oot arourrl nruch anyroorE
running an answering servicE
to God •••
arrl god's har
westwan:i in I

break

the early weathe!'ed news

Gary Jevitt

I'm
candynan
blue s~
and pick
by one.

and no n.;o sn::
and no two sou

cold
Sn<:M

blCMS
d~

I used to be a dentist

(not fran a duck)
arrl is
push
from
by

~

arrl tOJilOr'I'OW a prin::ess • If
I really can't see ha-T anyol'i
know there wasn't any. No c

here

to there
a
truck.

Richardou~laste·rart

CCU¥iy, no dreams , no life.
long ago--they knet-J it a lon
juice-spa people did, ard th
the environmental control pe
they've been fighting for al
candy. The dentists of Pmer
destroy the \oJOr ld by making

..
Ca ·iy Dreams*

lbe these
r black & White &
:l slow
notion

fingers will
jazz
ties
brain
.lght
fear of
t mrler

i

nervous

md
:me haW1ted line to ask
a dawn rrrJ
frierrls

f eyes
this

mine

streamliners--hot old motherfuc}-,j_p.g rr~iri. .I -.~-s
fran peeksh:ill and the untoocha.ble luster of a
pittsford sunset
on a weekend escape to the liberty neh' :y Jrk
fall out shelters arrl the leal0; ravboats at Seeger's
boat wh:lrfage ••• leroy island road no-- I shall
bePn again, flinging myself across the world and
caning together by carrier pigeon •••
it's one long ride frim here to anywhere,
but I'm rrakin time in this old candy W3.gon. Neal
Cassady would've really dug this candy wagon trough
he • s oot arourrl much anyn-ore. Heard that he's
running an answering service for childre' s Letters
to God •••
aro god t s handwriting slants a little
westward in ra.mbc:M colors.

>r this
I 1m just one long aro weary
candyna.n looking for a bright
blue srDWball to "toash my face with
and pick at its blue flakes one
by one.

1 news

Gary Jevitt

and no nvo sl'X)Wflakes are ever alike
and no two souls ever meet.

)

Richardouglastet·tart

I used to be a dentist but now I'm a candyman
arrl tomorrow a prin::ess. If it weren't for candy,
I really can't see ha-1 anyone VX>uld be alive to even
knoo there wasn't any. No candy, no VX)r ld. No
carrly, no dreams, no life. The dentists kneH it
long ago--they kna-1 it a long time before the
juice-spa people did, arrl they even knew it before
the environmental control people. \-Jhich is why
they've been fighting for all this time against
candy. The dentists of America are planning to
destroy the tvorld by making us h3. te candy.

Those picks arrl drills and eterna.l swirlie ~ter
streams are really implements of the candy lo8l't
nasty little pokes and jabs tthich will gradu:Ul~
break dot-m any resistance a jcck or stud or a c1ty
councilman might contemplate •••
I've AlJ..JAYS ~·Janted ot be a dentist, ever
s~e high school.
.
No--it vas t-Tay before that--ever smce
paragoric and zvrieback.
You know, I've never wanted to be anything aJT a dentist ••• And that funny f-!'itty cream
they put in your mouth--that's really a nerve
de- sensitizer.
\!Je '11 hit the candy cane people tanorrow,
arrl the week after that the malted milk ball folks.
Then we can start on the really pig ones--the
Screamincr
YellCM Zonkers and hane made fudge •••
b
Never thought about being a pos"bnan or
a folksinger or a migrant fanner
l\To people. Just us dentists.
Just what t-JOuld YOU do if there was no carrly to buy
a box of for your rrother or dad?

~Vh::>' s

gonna be your can

man?

Arrl what are strangers 1
little girls before they ask
mies are and if they want to
if they'll take their clothe~
hey little girl, wanra. piece
were no carrlyhey little girl, mnna piece

can

01

in on•
So I gave up the d•
came a candy dream nan.

No candy, m oorld.

with:>ut carrly where would dentists be?
QUIZ:

without carrly what would one use :in recipes
for: 1) peanut butter 2) candy apples
3) divinity?
CHECK: a) 1, 2, or 3,
b) all of the~
c) none of the.Alx>ve
d) just 1 arrl 3
e) Nunber Nine
Nunber Nine

Ntmtber

(and the answer appears at
the bottan of the pa~e)

1\lJswrn rm

'I'Ht ABOVE QUIZ: ht'JfliCh perf~ matches .
Yalr personality" The correct answ~ 7s: Yes, but- ·
terflies taste with their feet. Th1s 1s because
they have no tonEUes •

•

Chl

•

lls and eternal swirlie ~ter
implements of the candy var •
and jabs Hhich will gradl.ally
.stance a jock or stu:l or a city
ntemplate •••
YS \·?anted ot be a dentist, ever

s \>Yay before that--ever s:ince
ack.
I've never wanted to be any• •• And that funny gritty cream
uth--that's really a nerve

the candy cane people tanorrow,
that the mal ted milk ball folks.
n the really pig ones--the
nkers and hane made fudge •• •
ught about being a postnan Cf1:'
igra.nt fanner
No people.

Just us dentists.

do if there was no carny to buy

other or dad?
where would dentists be?
iy what would one use in recipes
rut butter 2) candy · apples
?
3,
:les.P

the..-ab:>ve
rrl3
ine
ine

(and the answer appears at
the bottan of the pap:e)
~ QUIZ : 9't"ihiCh perfume matches
The correct anSYier is: Yes, but- ·.
t their feet.
This is because
:s.

\.JOO' s gonna be your candy rra:. :andy man ca.My
man?
An:i \>That are strangers goinf -::: offer to
little girls before they ask therr ;,r.ere their room mies are and if they want to go ~=.:- ::. ride and
if they'll take their clothes o~: ~JC
hey little girl, wanna. piece a ca..~? If there
were no carrlyhey little girl, tanna piece a 5!'~-::?

o:m only leave a bad taste
in one's mo:..--:11.
So I gave up the denti~-t'ee and be-

came a candy dream nan.

*excerpts fran a longer
work of '!:!1e sa.-ne name

Chris 'lbltt:t:om

The Ninth Bough
This is the softer light
this is the slant of night
a turn when the sea and me arrl my love twist
tunes to their wretched end 9
this is a note of external perception
on an :inwa.rd slam of the door of redemption
when the gaze grazes past the lattice of black
and in its terms we bl.Dnp when the blank breaks
and our soul hazes toward the grave,
as a settlement we change to rot
as a maggot with white certain crawling
This is the thrush throat
this is the round and spiraled float
where the tendril clroops after the hairs untie
and at last being plays lip to lips, b~th to breath,
this is. the crack when dawn canes 9
when the soft suffusing threads that lift and loose
lift and loose to the honest clavJS claw, as the whore
nets its
preh to suck a love wher-e life once lived
as the price of love is the debt of death
as the lapse of love, the trap net the sea sets.
'!his is the hedge that lends row on row
This is the sproutly flow
princely cut at the soft cess leaf and smll node
large at the ninth bough
A squat and squall or lion leap to the vined cage
This is the eye in the seat of change that none
w:>uld back
but the bull necking fallopian hams.
a wrinkled sack of weeds making life like green stains
Along the hl.Dilan histcrif path
As I creep toward the Jaw ard sedge
As I crinkled in the measured muscled contraction
This is the hailed d:x>m
This is the pale dean
pillared ot fall from outstreched h:wis
pinned to light fathaned in sm:>ek frock lalx>rs

•

This is the meter and pith of
upon which lies the white hell
The weird staff cracked bh th
second to the the burnt-eyed
as seas of En-Hakkore dribble
breasted lion laying in the d

This is the cracker laugh
this is the blood bath
while the fodder of fathers c:
and war of popes
we cape the flock with the wi
this is the rail on the gnarl•
antipodes
to rebel the carrion fed from
or a papist ward from the pag·
heav:ing the doors of harlots :
the heart
as the tickled teat nurses
as the bud leaves in spring

This is the thought the virg~
This as the birthday passes
whence it comes or to where i'
just so it remits the time of
this is the sangraill bc:M low
to the new babe who can't asc•
till dust or spiri'ttal dew pa.;
or know no digression rrore m
a one patdarch, of her face ;
As nature joy, all child
As m ture joy all child •

•

ht
ight
d me an::i my love twist

d

end,

mal perception
he door of redemption
ast the lattice of black
mp when the blank breaks
ard the grave,
nge to rot
certain crawling

oat
spiraled float
ps after the hairs untie
s lip to lips, br-ea:th i::o breath,
dawn canes 9
g threads that: lift and loose
honest cla¥15 claw, as the whore

e:r>e life once lived
s the debt of death
the trap net the sea sets.
lends row on row
low
ft cess leaf and small node
gh
lion leap to the vined cage
seat of change that none

allopian hams.
ds making life like green stains
'path
JaW aro sedge
tea.Slln!d muscled contraction

m

outstreched hams

Led in SJIDCk frock labors

This is the meter and pith of marrow
upon which lies the white helmeted cram;
The weird staff cracked bh that churl jaw
second to the the burnt-eyed Samson
as seas of En-Hakkore dribble of death fnm a h:>ney
breasted lion lay.ing in the deep grass

This is the cracker laugh
this is the blood bath
while the fcx:ider of fathers crashed deaf to the lisp
and war of popes
we cape the flock with the wish to rise
this is the rail on the gnarled grain teaching
antipodes
to rebel the carrion fed from the mother carcass,
or a papist word from the p3.ge
hea.vjng the doors of harlots pap to suck a rape at
the heart
as the tickled teat nurses
as the bud leaves in spring
This is the thought the virgin passes
This as the birthday passes
whence it comes or to where it goes
just so it remits the time of the baptismal masque:
this is the sangraill lx:M low
to the new babe wJ'¥:) can •t ascend
till dust or spirittal dew pa.V grace oore complete
or know no digression oore traunatic than
a one patriarch, of her face globe
As nature joy, all child
As rature joy all child.
Rodney A. !bwe

The black conception

csts

Who's gposs humouring is this battle field?
What laughable hardness wreaths beneath the grass
That pops up life to stain your kneeling knees
What tender vine droops to tickle your praying hands,
Why this battle field, Why the punctua.ble intestine,
The very love of the holy earth?

cats on the poreh.
grasped.

each paw

a touch.

cats crawling below.
And this sacrifice bears me the haroest fit;
A scrumptious life for your lord, till
That previous lxlroen broke the mule's bit
Clacking its hunor toward the crossed hill,

(wen!

they hunting today?)

i don't kncM.

For when the heft of the heart that rose
To feel within the same breath the mourning shovel
Spat at his own dirt, a mcment when your love hose
flushed a breathing dream out the hovel

fed yet.

Life comes. Why such a blast of a bastard loro?
What is the love the christ child seeks?
Is it in the rat eaten corners wher.'e the stone
coffings an:i horde
Gnaw the blood , am slime rush reek
Of a head which Pc>kes into life, into the new
love slit
In the tlerot· hole loro, of the black cor¥::eption

a m:we.

they weren't

(I knoo.)

the woods are near,
their bane.
SU["Vival.

Food is
woods are near.

the hunting of prey is
Rodney A. Howe

their life.

they travel

one paw, then the next.
·•

jody s

•

oats
is this battle field?
ss wreaths beneath the grass
.s tain your kneeling knees
ps to tickle your praying hands,
, Why the punctuable intestine,
holy earth?

grasped.

each paw

a touch.

cats crawl:ing below.

ars me the han:lest fit;
r your lord, till
broke the mule's bit
ward the crossed hill,

the heart that rose
me breath the mourning shovel
a manent when yout" love hose
ream out the hovel

, a blast of a bastard lord?
christ child seeks?
n corners where the stone
d oon:le
,ime rush reek
into life, into the new

ro,

cats on the porch.

{wen!

a m:>Ve.

they hunting today?)

i don't l<:nc:w.

fed yet.

(I

they weren't
know. )

the woods are near,
their hane.

survival.

Food is
woods are near.

of the black conception
the hunting of prey is
Rodney A. Howe

their life.

they travel

one paw • then the next.

jody swilky

lido beach in the electric niv.ht
Sand hills \·Jere higl:,

The PJ.ternative

the vacant beach
was our's to conquer.
february sent her vrincs
to blov; the tides wild.
dry

vJhen your mind is

~.Jcxxi

for the fire
scattered
with ~~shed shells
& sand.
then came the pole,
paper f. embers glowing.
smoke & heat
shot up,
a shaddw of faces
gathered
about the flames.
hotel,
pink in the distance
faded
in
streams of smoke.

~

I

Yueh Fei

(1102-llL~l)

To the Tune of Hsiao Chung !

last night the crickets didl
Fran a thousand- mile dream

j

It ~vas already the thiro wai
I got up alone to walk arow
Not a sound
Outside the lattice the IIDOl

and the ele::tric storm,
lightning streaked
as the sky
took a turn.
the heavens
perfonne:i,
plankton
in the sand
glistened.
we ~;.;ratched'"
the oomiilg of ·snCM.
the fire
died
& smoke
hit our heads.

'.

From affairs of state my hei
In the mountain p~ and ban
Blocking the journey back.
I wanted to consign rio/ t1..tnoc
Reverberations are rare
Who could hear rio/ broken ch<

EngJ
Davj

a wave the ceaseless ripple
till cold & ice set in.
J ody SHilk,V

•

I

preoccupied ~-~ith the canpos
of a poem, t~tch the sun
caught in the tree's
branches and break
into biro song!

•

lectric niF.ht

1-: t

The Alternative

r.

incs
ild.

;>

When your mind is
preoccupied Pith the ccmposition
of a poem, •.atch the sun
caught in the tree's
branches and break
into biro sol\1!s.
Iavid Raphael Hang

inp;.
Yueh Fei

(1102-lllfl)

To the 'rune of Hsiao Chung Shan
~e

last night the crickets didn't stop chirping
From a thousand-mile dream I '.aras !'~eealled.
It \vas already the thiro watch.
I gpt up alone to walk around the stone steps.
Not a sound
Outside the lattice the JOOOn was bright.

orm,

'
'r

•

:s ripple
: in.
Jody SHilkV

From affairs of state my head turned white
In the mountain p~ and bamboo are old,
Blocking the journey back.
I wanted to consign my turm::>il to the jasper lute
Reverberations are rare
Who could hear my broken chord?
English version bY
David Paphael Wang

Ginsberg's Velocycle
Electric r:ower plant in

The Europe films I showed
A friend
With you and Bergman
Starring
and the carmentary
Of forgotten
Statues

Cambodia goes off----Price of wheat is tripled
Phnohm Pen still same
City of hardship with
People easy•going

Sipping the beer and
The I'Jllsic rtmning he said
Together with the film

Blame it on Black Market
United States
China
lbly city Ankor Wat and
Buaiha
unharmed in jungle

Eine Kleine Nachtrnusik
'11li:lt I borrowed
My danish mother squinting
Into the sun
and the
Bleeding heart
Taken apart
The leiuterant
the wcman
The abduction
the sweet wine
And

vour

Full of lions arrl p:>ets---·
Guerilla mrfare belongs
(To the animals! )

'Been to the veloc~le 1
In my mind
nany times

The battlefield should belong
To poets r< ...~ ......none of then ~.roulc
Steal the M.,.l-6' s or a.rmo bases
Like Hell they muldn 't!

smile

Robert A. Winfield

.
I

Who w:>uld barter with them
At the price of a Black Market

Pbem???????????????
Praise Ginsberg!
But does America have a

Foet laureate,---?
(EverY w:irlike country should!

RobE

•

•

Ginsberg's Velocycle
~

Electric r:cwer plant in
Cambodia goes off-----

mentary

Price of wheat is tripled
Phnohm Pen still same
)'

said

City of ffirdship with
People easy•going

.;

Blame it on Black Market
United States
China
lbly city Anl«:>r Wat and
Bud:lra
unharmed in jungle

1

c

Full of lions arrl p:>ets---Guerilla ~rfare belongs

lting

(To the animals! )
'Been to the veloc~le ~
In my mind mmy times

ran
~twine

The ba.ttlefield should bekmg
To poets~ ....~=-none of then t-x::>1ild
Steal the M~l~'s or ammo bases
Like Hell they 'WOuldn't t
Who w::>uld barter with them
At the price of a Black Market

Robert A. Winfield
i

Pbem???????????????
Praise Ginsberg!
But does America have a

Feet laureate,---?
(EverY

~rlike

country should! )
Robert A. Tdinfield

tbans

they' n!

are Dying sounds

pillow nuffled
divinations of dying
alone
they're
sighing sounds
uade while dying divine
upona JIDunta:in of stifled everything

L3.st night when all was qui1
the breeze tild me you tvP.re

(and atviftlyhorses hooves I he
pr~ing

.

and we are merely strangled slaves
mel t:ing
dhing
melting supine
beneath the heaviness of
Moans

Fleer

fran my b

m:x:m bright dogs' '
echoing through ho.
Running wildly,
they seened to SCI'!
when all the colo~
bled white,
then va:

Candle flamethe happy, smiling
whispered again th
and my eyes were w.

Noo,
turn my way,

prll'ce of h
ani tou

•

last night when all was quiet
the breeze tild me you ~.;e.re gone

they'n!

:ions of dying
they're

e dying divine
fled everything

.

>

angled slaves

(and swiftlyhorses h:>oves I heard
pr~ing fran my backyard merry go round
m:xm bright dogs' eyes gleamed,
echoing through hollol-1 canyons
Running wildly,
they seened to screamwhen all the colors on my bedspread
bled white,
then vanished to a city sky)

the heaviness of
Candle flamethe happy, smiling buddah at my bedside
whispered again the secret of the universe
and my eyes were wide and ·clear again.

Fleer

NCM,
turn my way,
pr~e

of hearts,

and touch the stars with me.

Tree

~-

story
you ~·<ent to t'1e sig.'"linr
i, ernbittered Halked
~>X)oden spiral staircase
the onrush of rotted bones

You are in my thoughts
all the time,
Yet I do not knot-r you

one thing not different from another
turns web on crystal
metal plate
cry for what was said Has spoken
and spoken
rrade it so.

I run after your name
and see.k you everyv1here •••

It is when I wear
no rrasks that
no one can see me
In this sileme
hoo Hill your eyes find me?

learn next t.ime
the edge of silence
sharp
to be guarded

••• in the twilight
the dove can only hear
the beating of her at

~ven,

clothed in gold,
tightly round the neck.

*

spore the seams'
finger gently creeping

there are small white fl~7eJ
they are invisible in the p<
if you touched me •••

~ping

corn grains all over the floor.

love
her bin:lsong
pierced yoor membrane
your guttercry
terrorized her flight

Jorne

•

hinr
d
case
d bones

You are in my thoughts
all the time,
Yet I do not kncM you

rent from another
1

I run after your name
and seek you everyHhere •••

*
id Has spoken

In this sileme
hoo t-vill your eyes find me?
-!:

••• in the twilight
the dove can only hear
the beating of her atom Pings •••

eck.

*

ing

r>

It is when I wear
no rrasks that
no one can see me

there are small white flooers
they are invisible in the palm of my harrl
if you touched me •••

the floor.

JosP.f

ne

ht

Jorne

Quietly,
As if not to v.:rake the night,
She said,
"I:o not be afraid,
It is only my brot her,
The wi.rrl."
Leaving my side
She stole t o the window
/l..nd stood,
Like a sradow cast up in the stars.

H.L. Colerran

the rein padded arotmd
in stcckinged feet,
sorting out its tvares
like a stingy fanner.
and the dust kept
sucking in greedy droughts
on the sly.
fly aHay.
yes, the Hind lost sumner
and awaited its final victim
it crouched, a blood-crezy a
rea::ly to plunge
into the flesh of earth,
fly asay~

oh, the sun •••
the sun became a cowaro .
it climbed into the mountain:
and when it could no longer J
it leapt into the sea, weepi.J
fly av.ay.
what m:>re?
when caring becomes
the rain tumed miser,
the wind turned savage,
the sun turned fool,
fly away.

Brae

•

the night,

1er,

Lndow

up in the stars.

H.L. Colem311

the rain padded around
in stcckinged feet,
sorting out its Hares
like a stingy fanner.
and the dust kept
sucking in greedy droughts
on the sly.
fly aHay.
yes, the Hind lost surrmer
and awaited its final victim.
it crouched, a blood-crazy animal
rea::ly to plunge
into the flesh of earth.
fly asay.
oh, the sun •••
the sun became a co:..,ard.
it climbed into the mountains.
and when it could no longer hide,
it leapt into the sea, weeping.
fly away.
wh:lt m:>re?
when caring becomes
the rain turned miser,
the wind turned savage,
the sun turned fool,
fly CM3.y.

Brad Peters

tunping into a :N!Vamped
philosophy,
i trought to resurrect
your grost.
but conjuring is a
forever risk,
and amateur sorcerers are
often sHallGled
into the vacumn of past empty.
looking nG1
to that re-opened grave,
i see a vx:>und
-not meant ot fester more,
yet infected
by p:>isonous memory.
a bluejay accusation is damning
of my nostalgia-scre:uning
"thief! thief!"

Brad Peters

•

hmr.i.cane
in the beginning
winds
: like a parade of old faces
in a lingering dream,
brought the sun closer
to distame

then the beast
ran its gnarled fingers
through the sky
like a mcr:bnan chasing flies
': T dropping shawdows
on all lights
and stones on stones
as if it were
the very last t:ime

•

mped
hlln'icane
ect

past enpty,

in the beginning
winds
: like a parade of old faces
in a lingering dream •
brcught the sun closer
to distaooe

;r-ave,

then the beast

' more,

through the sky
like a madman chasing flies
': T dropping shamows

,r s are

ran its gnarled fingers
I

nisdarnning

on all lights
and stones on stones
as if it were
the very last t:ime

Jeff Olma
Brad Peters

The stm began to show in the cracks between the
curtain and the windcw as it stepped finall,v over
the houses and trees that had blocked it since morning. He laid awake in his bed watching a pencil
sharp ray fall across the deep green blanket that
had been pushed to the end of the bed. A grasscutter v..ras m:Ming somewhere far enough r:May that he
could not tell which direction it came fran, He
looked at his clock and with an effort sat up on the
side of the bed and looked at his legs with the
surrmer tan line fading in the whiteness of his flesh.
He sat there for a zocment wondering how the walls
could keep back the flood of images that seemed ready
to leap out. But none carre and like the norning
taste in his rrouth the feeling would leave lost in
the flouride taste of toothpaste and spit,
He go~ up and_went over to his dresser stopping
to look m the I'JU.I"!''r above the dresser at himself
but. l.QQked. at-ray befo~ the hate of everythinp- especl.ally hl.s CMn feelmgs and ideas that spoke in
s~asm to him in the rrorning, came.
He picked out
his clothes forcing the doors of the dresser back into
place, catching his finger as he kicked them. On a
chair that stood by the closet he found his shirt
from the night before and took out his cirarettes
and lit one srnellin~ the nauseous burnt sulphur t-7ith
a keen rrorning nose. He sat down and looked a-t the
light from the window, the srroke, the shawdows of the
roam and all the:silent objects that had lost their
thinghood to him and he knet-r it, Everydayness
spread out its sticky p:rip on everything, hiding
everything in ~igh~lessness. He stood up suddenly
the ash from hl.s cl.garette fallinp: in tiny flakes
to the rug. He surprised hirnsel f with the violence
of the move with the way his limbs tighten and he
began to pa.ce.
The objects in the room began to
fade even more from his vision but still there was
a backgrO\md though unfocused. A soft piece of
music came to him and he stood listenin~ to it as
the snoke fran his cigarette heaved up-rard. But

his merrory for music never we
him rising tvith the turning ~
out his cigarette and then WE
opening the cupboards as the
out their messages until he !
Hhat he was looY-.ing for, ThE
him out of his bedroom and c<
in front of the cupboards, .
felt as a slight uneasiness :
coffee-He came back fran the
could remember nothing of anc
'fi1rrled on"· the stove, The iru
ready on the table and he sa·
covered with toast crumbs f~
eaten the day before. He la:
fully but not carefully enoul
f:run sane glob of jam that ht
got up swearing and went ove1
his ~~ist listening to the d1
it splashed down on itself.
:i.ng out of ·the spout of the 1
down from the shelf cu"ld a sp
drawer and made coffee.
In i:he tiny living room 1
easy chair by the win<hv and
the coffee on thee ...the win.da
well.
I even think to myself i
taken the gentleness out of 1
get when I looked at sc:meone
to float in the deep cavern
to keep everyone away. Can'
with anyone anynore, I lose
sation too much and find reys
them at sanething.
At what
of being there an::l I aan•t r
thing is a-blurred vision an
ard if I suddenly wake and c
conversation, I smile and sa
~y," and they get hurt,
and then give my idea but I
going "oh really," to myself
or they cane back with sanet
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se. He sat down and looked a-t the
ndoo t the sooke, the shawdoos of the
silent objects that had lost their
3Irl he knet-r it. Everydayness
icky grip on everything, hiding
htlessness. He stood up suddenly
~igarette falling in tiny flakes
wrprised himself with the violence
the way his lirrbs tig)1ten and he
The objects in the room began to
~ his vision but still there was
gh unfocused. A soft piece of
and he stood listening to it as
s cigarette heaved upHard. But

•

his rrerrory for music never was good and it left
him rising \nth the turning gray snnke. He put
out his cigarette and then went into the kitchen
opening the cupboaros as the labels in each spilled
out their messages until he stopped to remember
what he was l.oaY..ing for. The feeling had follooed
hjm out of his bedra::>m and caught him again standing
in front of the cupboards. It entered him to be
felt as a slight uneasiness in h i s stonach. Cof f eecoffee-He came back from the dream s lide that he
could remember nothing of and put· :the- pot on· ·and
'hlrrlOO on· ·the stove. The instant cof fee was already on the table and he sat down. The table was
covered with toast crumbs from the toast he had
eaten the day before. He laid his ann rom care=
fully but not carefully enoug-,h and it got stickY
fJXrn sane glob of jam that he hadli't seen. He
got up swearing and went over the sink and washed
his wx4st listening to the dull sound of water as
it splashed dcrwn on itselfo The steen came snorting out of the s:pout of the pot and he got a cup
down f"rum the shelf and a spoon from the silverware
drav1er and made coffee..
In the tiny l.iving room he went over to the
easy c.."ttair by the window and sat down, balancing
the coffee on thee""the window 9 clouds out tocay,

well.

I even t h..i.nk to myself in sarcasm that has
taken the gentleness out of me. What I used to
get when I l ooked at saneone's eyes, I wanted
t o float in the deep cavern of them JlCM I just want
t o keep everyone away . Can 't even talk hardly
with anyone anymore , I lose track of the conve:r'sation too much and find reyself looking away from
them at sanething.
At what? What is it, a loss
of being there and I oan•t renenber and the whole
thing is iLbll.lr"red vision and I lose the person
and if I suddenly wake and catch a bit of the
conversation, I smile and say sanething like, "oh
really," and they get hurt. Before I would cb it
and then give my idea but I t:an' t anynore with
going "oh really," to myself and they leave hurt
or they came back with something they know will

hurt me but it doesn't and I sit there losing
track of the reposed insult and then they're gone
aro I watch the symphony of their limbs and body
as they carry themselves away or sane wcman, that
beautiful unitY of ass and hair and thighs all in
movement, all the Ctl!Ves and lines playing off each
other. Wanen ••• I never cared to meet anyone until
I began to feel them inside of me and that first
erection and the absurd idea that you just went
up to a girl and got laid without ever speaking,,.
the mYt'iad lines of finesse that I would learn
along \-Iith a smile that they seemed to like and
you have to tell them aba.lt yourself not too much
but you have to be subtle, they have to conclude
that you are a great man sin::e you can't say it
except metaphorically ••• the first time I went out
to find myself a female stnmger (at a Catholic
school dance!) ... I can smell the bath water; I
took a bath of coarse, cleanliness, I took a bath
and washed my hair and I remember my Mother
standing there after watching me comb '411P hair, happy that I ~' t a faggot and I got dressed up
in a suit coat aOO. tie, you .. had,_to, to get in, I
tied my tie perfectly, tight up to neck and spent
hours worrying about how I looked and I guess I
decided I looked the perfect gentlenan, I mean
fer a thirte~crwith a half-year's known
s~ and masturbation the onl.y previous
pleasure of the sort. OQt· !'"went. stopping to pick
up my lighter (one that clicked) that I hide fran
mh parents in the garage ani up to the corner
stcre where I met a friend and bought a packet
of cig~es and so was off c:Min-smoking, puffing
and puffing, watching the position of the cigarette in my hand, ~~. checking to make sl..U'Ie it was
in the mst manly position unaware of hulror of
it as a phallus and we took a bus, Richie and I,
filled with others (cleaned) on their way to the
dance. The older guys confident in their game
but with the doubt of experience not far ~
neath and I with the supreme confidence of the
un-fi:-ed upon. I pretended (but I did beleive)
that the gi1·~·ls on the bus were all looking at me

•
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1g the position of the ciga!hecking to make sure it was
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we took a bus, Richie and I 1
!cleaned) on their way to the
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If experience not far ~
! suprene confidence of the
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as I skillfully srooked a cigarette on the bus
·c"·
without being caught, cupping it expertly near thE{
open window so I thought not realizing th:lt it
was so good that no one could see ••• in frunt of
the parish school we all got off the bus, I remember standing gehind a girl, snelling her powder,
waiting to get off the busses middle door, listening to the air powered <Xlor hiss and bang shut as
each one left and seeing her bra strap outlined
in the material of her yellow dress ••• there was
such a big oro~ and I began to smile ••• there
were so many girls, so many and in an instant
I had my lighter out, clicking it open and shut
and a cigarette in mh mouth. • • so many' so rnanv
older people I would keep thinking that it wouldn't
matter there were so many girls ~rebut
everyone did seem taller especially the girls and
the male voices were deeper than mine and the
girls had :impossibly huge breasts unlike the
classmates of mine the exception was now everywhere
I even planned ahead thinking tmere would I go
with her- and several fields came into mind ••• I
would lay cia,m my sport coat, might get a little
but what the shit~ $ maybe her parents would be
gone. A oyest the vision of sed\ic"t:ions came readily,
on bsds 9 in c~s, in the sha"Aer • ., .no that was
later, l'Iltnh later but ~t was I e.t that moment
only observed by hindsight through sane lens of
knc:Mledge that I have obtained what child if me
at all shall I beget in remembering? It is
al.ftt)st like looking a't different perscn but knc:Ming
hiJil or at least the pain in him •••after an hour
wait in line, we finally IIJ'JVed into the school
gym with yellow onmg~ . stained seats pushed }Jack
againSt the walls ani a few cheap amplifiers that
stood at the far erd of the gym away ftiOin the
street Q:)ors ••• the sweat began eo JX)Ut' da-m on
ever:oyone, even the most plastered with deoderant
be{ljUl to stink and the place. began to smell with
tbe other effects of the puberty glands and the
air loBS so heavy that it amazes me that ~
could darce to the three chord progression band
that tNOuld reach for its zenith by adding ~ther
G

chord urged !Jy tne crowd that at first was alnDst
divided not into a straight line but regular
enJugh to be ~ vided by sex, boys aoo girls looking
over the barrl.ers st each other, Va.lues piled
high and strc:.ng as the walls to a fortress but sane
of the older ones already knew and soon the 'Valls
~ scaled and ~ began to think its time to get
gomg, to get laJ.d not that I knew anything about
it, except the basics, the v_, b:lsics ••• I looked
~~ am began to feel the fear that was gn.thezmg m my stanach rot I caught sight of this
g:irl who vas the old age of sixteen or something
one of the older ones and I hesitated, h3.d to wait
for a new song to start. I'd go up to her it would
be easy •••my Dnagination began to feed a thousand
i)ages of seductiens. I vas going to get laid!
The ·song ended. "Wh.el'E! you going?" asked Richie.
I gave a sigh as i f I never would I'E!turn the same
which was truer than I 1<llt!w then and pointed out
the young lady in question from the eourage of
a rookie ani went over to her,
''Wanna ~e?"

''No."
''Why?" MisuOOers'tanding, I thought, I could see
her smiling. I smiled back but she v.x:>uldn' t · look
at me.
"Well ••• I, mh boyfriend is in the bathroom."
"Oh, I understand. I'll find someone else." I
walked back, back over to Rick. He looked at
me and laug.~ed.
"Cut cbwn and put away."
"What, she h3.d a ooyfriend."
"Sure." Sure. He was right for th3.t night. After
awhile I began to learn What to do and it
became an obsession of mine to succeed with people
rot just wanen rot with everyone ••• all those
hurting little bitter experiences one collects
when one gets involved with the members of our
species, when one wants to learn to be with them •••
oh yes vasn 't I the nice guy ••• noo this confusion
wanting and not wanting to be with people, not
canfortable in either ••• time, I almost forgot
about th3.t-He tume:i his head around and caught
sight of the white clock with the red letters the

color of dry blood and I'E!ad tl
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to learn What to do and it
n of mine to succeed with people
with everyone,,,all those
ter experiences one collects
lved with the members of our
~ants to learn to be with them •• ,
e nice guy. , • na.; this confusion
nting to be with people, not
her ••• time, I almost forgot
ed his head around and caught
clock with the red letters the

color of dry blood and read the time-Plenty of
time. I OO'Of" there aren't too many people there,
Roni, :Roni JIDU bitch if it wasn't for your damn
friends that seem to crawl over ~u, like ants on
the queen, or ¥X>uld I send her away too, maybe
she me, with her making me a 'life long friend,'
the last time the choking crowd of them, half of
them her ex-lovers trying to win her favour again
it wasn't that I dislilce then for that it was just
how myself became when I was with then, half
another peroon as if the others were robbing me
of me and I then, I then,. ,what happens to us when
we get with others wrat thing s€B'JlS to occur,
that turns us into sanething that we -weren •t when
we sit alone in a room? ••• I sent her away, she who
loved me or is th:lt thOught some ccn:::eit of mine,
maYbe I mean I loved her, then why did I want her
to go a~, she knew I wanted that, I never said,
"Look leave me," just a feeling I got sometimes
sitting with her, I'd keep thinking this is the
goddamn w::>nan thit loves me, I'd feel guilty at
this V.Oice alm:>st of c!P)ther person whispering
to me a sense of aloneless, breathing it on me,
to go anywhere and be alone and not to feel any
lonliness, to be wking at night, slow, feeling
the wind that al.nost seemed to m::>ve the blackness of night and the stars that could be oaught
between the huge fonnless ships of the air, sailing
with the wind, foll<Ming it to the er¥1, I'd feel
Ellr.)tion at this that at t:imes would al.iOst escape
fran me in oome cry. I don't know' if it was love
or just sane enDtion that noved me, I'd cane back
off this and she*d be watching me afraid of the way
I'd looked am I would. gain control of rrtJ features
again and ~to be nice to her, too nice and
she knew it arxi sometimes after this happened I
~d have to leave the roan and When I'd oome
back she •d be smiling pretending nothing had
happened ••• it began to eat at her and she knew, I
could:· . see it begin to wear on her and I'd try
to hide it, Christ and that \aS one thing I promised her that I ~uld never try to hurt her but
this thing ~uld keep bl~g through me, I couldn'·

hide it even when it hurt me to see the pain in
her eyes and the fear that I would go ••• oh I'd
whisper th:lt i wouldn't go rut she knew me, not
eJ'lO.lgh of me maybe to understaro, hJw could she
understan:i when I didn't understand • e l f •••
if in her dreams I could appear to her and take
th:lt thin line of pa.in fran the corner of her eye
arrl make her inrx:cen::ent again so that she could
lay down with her new lover and be that w::m~an
that made me burn in pleasun! and put flames to
my cheeks ••• on:::e, not nc:M ••• not J"K)W • • • I would
put a locket of my love an::>und her soul. That
w:>ul.d always be there hidden ••• Very Catholic
ideal. Play the holy gmst or is it the spirit
ncM the spirit of the bird who descended on the
Virgin maybe we should worship~ oh no. Why
~ are liberated, intelligent rt:M, oow not
only do I have to listen to ,;._, own insipid intellectualism but their • s too ••• I should be going,
I •d premised to her I •d be there, who am I
bullshitting she knew I •d cane for a night at
least.,. .rot a bad day for hitching •••
He got rides easily the thiro car one that was
going as far as he was. He pushed aside the driver's
early attenpts at conversation and settled down
to the noises of mechanical movenent. The leaves
turned and tumbled over from the powerful W!k.e
of air on the gray road beside the car. It's •
green hood reflected the almost leaveless 't:r'ees
as they splashed on the green hood in clear visions
of limbs an:l sky that fled over and ckMn the
back of the JOOVing car, dropping to the road lost
in grayU.sh black. Occasionally one of the wheels
would hit one of those man made ricks that lack
any real color that nature .had given to its CMn,
shooting it out to break alone into dust.
She set down the tubes of paints that she had
been using in trying to m:ix a light shy blue and
wiped her hands on her favorite paint mg . She
always had favorites among her objects and often
spoke of them as people with anotions. The
noise of dogs h:irking came up from the yard below

and she got up and went over _
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her favorite paint reg . She
~s among her objects and often
!Ople with enotions. The
ng came up from the yard below

and she got up and went over to the refrigerator
th3.t stood in the kitchen that was actually just
part of the living room ••• In a skirmy wrinkled
~h of tin-foil she found the leftover ham
fragments that she had saved for the dOgs. The ·
win<X>w half stuck as usual as she opened it and
called down to the dogs. They came running CNer
tails wagging, bright cannine eyes gazing u~
five stories at the voice th:!t ahays seened
aeoanpanied l,y meat. She threw down the pieces
in such an order that each dog got his ~ without having to fight the other for it. A huge old
stood beside her window in its auttunn yellow that
nade her think that she lived anong the tops of the
trees :in some strange city garden that was above
the ground. The wind tinged with the sharp smells
of carbon monoxide blew back her long thick black
hair that seemed to pour from her head. She .had
forgotten to tie it ba::k that day and sane blue
paint })ad colored the eros on one side. The dogs
reminded her of her oat, Anita, wh:> was sleeping
on the top of the couch. She went over and· picked
it up gently laying it on it's back between her
ann and her breast, speaking softly in baby sounds
and stroking the oats deep furry stanach. The
cat, eyes still closed began to purr alnnst in tune
with the sounds that she vas making. There was
sane pa:int on the cats fur and she laughed causing
the cat to squinn and she let it down w:~.tching
it wake and lick itself clean. "Yru little bitch
you" Arrl she patted its head and went out to the
kitchen.
They sat clcMn to dinner, chicken ex>oked in
spices , a big salad sane wine and they ate dropping
pieces of chicken to the oat who ~ited patiently
in the kD:Iwing that he would get some. They ate
rostly in silence for it was one of the reasons
they liked each other because they could sit and be
silent and not feel uncanfortable. Before dinner
they had talked abrut her ~rk and he listened like
a child as she expla:ined about mixing colors and
how she used lines to acheive depth on a surface

that had none. He didn't :Kno.-1 to-nat ar think that
she was p. great painter but he liked to sit by the
window looking out and then looking in at her vJOrk•
ing trying to see her pictures as a portal to her
mind despite himself. He would wonder how she
saw, to look through her eyes at the world.
The meaJ.. was good.
"It's good really. II
"Surprise:::l that I can cook?"
"I said this tas good." He looked up to see her
glaring at h:im in meek hatred r1 s she tore at a
piece of chicken.
"Is that a nice thing to say to the love of yoor
life," she said putting a blank innocent look on
her face.
"Oh 9 'E-ternity tas written in their eyes 1 . "
''Vlell now the truth canes out."
"Yes I'll condemn myself to virginity in your honor
because no one could ever capture the brilliant
beautiful muse who ran wild with the stags 9 free
ever free, followed by her legion of adnirers
yelping like dogs in a pack-," he stopped himself,
stopping the fake rocking heroic voice. The JX)int
had gone hane and he could see the pain and a
little red on her face. He hated himself for forgetting that she hurt too and that she vasn' t that
strong waran she triErl to be. Silence. Bent faces
staring dam at eaten chicken bones. It was on
him now, he had expected her to come tack with
scmething that would shame him but she didn't.
She sat quiet. He looked at her and smiled. She
~,~.hadn't said anything she whose verbal savagery was
·rore hurting than his.
"I vas thinking I am your longest love."
"Your are, you ·are." He had given what she wanted.
But they both knew it t-as because he only saw her
once every couple of nonthe.
The apartment building was a five story structure with a long snake like iron fire escape that
went up to the roof wb:::ih was st1I'r<?unied by ~ tall
of old city maples in whose anns l~ved the birds
and a few families of squirrels who had learned
rrore hav to cross electrical wires than branches.
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It toas still light and the autunn warmth of
the sun lingered in the air, totX!hing them as they
climbed up to lo6k at the city. The lights were
all turned on l::ut it wasn't dark enough to cause
them to be bright so they just glowed in a full
soft hue. He sat down against a brick wall that
ran all the way around the roof with the trees
peering over it and she came over and sat next to
hjm putting her head on his shoulder. The moon
was already out, pale, the dead eye of sane ~st
f igurine ccmposed of sky and Jrountainous clouds.
He caught its eye an1 a s hiver of coldness, of
rt.mning feat" came over h:im and he 1:Unled b:tck his
head to the wman's wannth that felt like the warm
earth on a sunny day o They sat in siler.ce.
It got ~k slowly and the wind came 9 tearing
down the dyL'1g leaves and scraping them along the
!"C'.:>f !i the YBlks, and the s't:I'eet., The wind that
took in the fall arrl the birth-giver in the sumnere
It blew catching her black hair causing it to leap
in a black flameless dance 1:\ke the shadows f.:an a
fire. It was a fresh wind that didn't car.e ft""1Q'1\
the directicrn of the factories and it caused such
a rush of feeling to come into his faceo And it
ble-we He coulc.hl 't see it but he could feel 9 feel
it strong on his f ace an::i watch it in its movement.
For if it didn ' t blow i t wouldn't be the wind arrl
then no one oould ever know i t \\as there. And for
a nanent the rays of the pale eye were just pitiful
weak pools of light canpa~ t o the days sun.
Later it started and saneone came 9 arother
and her frienis began to J:X>UI' in. He watched her
with them as she used her intelligence and an ability to make them talk. She seemed to give each
sane violent need to explain their whole soul in
two paregraphs of conversation. A slight trace of
fear crossed his stanach as the roan began to fill
up with faces and ~ds that he could find no image
in or no meaning. He had his strenght and was able
to look at them am cause them to feel it, to look
aW!y. But at times he could not have anyone look
at him or speak to him and he had to hide himself
to save what toas left of him as it seemed to slide

into some beinf! that he didn't knG?. VJhen he was
ranantic once he· had tvanted to pive someone his
solitude in love but no.v whE>..n he thought of it a
bitter laugh would 0001.e up in him. It v.1as fi..D'll'W.
.And he would laugh at himself scmetmes even in
public and people would ask him what he found so
ftmny about them and he'd go "oh not at you." He
hid himself in a earner sipping on the warm wine
but only drinking it out of boredan and not to get
drunk.
"Isn't it a pisser?"
''What •• • oh ••• yeah sure," he said ironically. He
found h~elf staring at a girls face not unpretty
and he Slll.1led the harshness away fran his face. If
only she wouldn't speak! If onlv he wouldn't
~
s peak .'
'You know everytime I talk with you I feel barriers
between you and I."
"We met?"
"We met ·one day at that party at Robert's apartment don't you remember?"
He ~red. Robert was one of Roni 's old
lovers. The Poet "t-7hose flOPJ11.S seemed to be as vague
and formless as possible. tvho once wn)te a DOeiTl
by taking the thiro "t-rord out of every line ill a
newspape:' anc;I stringin~ the words all over the page
and calling ~ t Macarom or was it The Poem. He vJon
a prize for that and was soon to be published. He
remembered PDni mocking Robert's voice in sarcasm
one night after they had made love. He smiled as
he thought what she said about him to the rest of
them.
"That's the trouble with most people. They're not
open. You have to be open. You have to learn to
open people up."
"You mean like a can opener?"
"Yes." He looked at her quickly.
"Did you ever read anv of t1:irtiTI Bu.l)er?"
''No •"
"~le~

.

you see, there is an I. Thou and I , you listeru.ng ••• hey there' s Tan," she Haved to someone.
"I' 11 be back in a rnanent," she patted his leg in

a not non-sexual wav and Hent <
she called, . 'Tan~ • - Roni came <
"I see yoo !re being your usual
"Stop projecting, after all I 1
he said imitating the firls exc
She laughed and bent 00wn to h:
"She thinks a good relatiOI
They both smiled and he playfu:
"With her as the guiding tE
rea:iing me Eric Ironrn and I' 11
we'll have a •Crab' session ~
them and how the crabs will ha'
other so theh can live in harm:
She laughed and kissed hm
ing wannth of shame cane on hir
an::l not himself. She went bac1
lent feeling came over him to :
didn't nove but just sat there
play on all the faces.
Afterwards after evervone J
love. She 1->.ad been hurt eme l
everyone had but that sane jus·
shield to hide it. She took h•
mock that would corrupt the WOJ
which saneth:imes ~ped to sh
arrl her bcdy always betrayed h
saneone she loved, carefully u:
trace little lineS in no patte:
sure of the other person in he·
ha.r would lose their sweat of
her hair and shove it back beh
not all of it lll3.de it, one strl
00\-m like a beautiful black la
v;ould try to keep out the love
again, not to feel pain again ·
v~uld end and she t-rould lose h
of his legs and arms against h
softness, listening to his bre
whether to let lose the flood <
the feel~ in her, that l«'Uld ~s of be:ing an object, a feeJ
she haj to protect so that it v
as ev~'One seemed to be tryin~
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If only he wouldn't

I talk with you I feel barriers

that party at Robert's apartnber?"
Robert was one of Roni 's old
1ose poPJJ'.s seemed to be as vague
3ible. tVho once wrote a ooem
t-rord out of every line ill a
~ing the words all over the page
:-oni or was it The Poem. He vton
i was soon to be published. He
cin$! Robert's voice in sarcasm
T had made love.
He smiled as
said about him to the rest of
with most people. They're not
open. You have to learn to
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1 opener?"
: her quickly.
my of Hartin Bu.~r?"

~ is an I. 'Thou and I , you lis; Tan," she Haved to someone.
x:rnent," she patted his leg in

a not non-sexual way and v7ent over to the person
she called, . 'Tan~ ' Roni came over to him, grinning.
"I see yru ~re being your usual self."
"Stop project~, after all I read Psycholo~ Today,"
he said imitating the firls excited preacher voice.
She laughed and bent down to him.
"She thinks a good relationship will cure you."
They both smiled and he playfully grabbed her breast.
"With her as the guiding teacher I supposerea:iing me Eric Franrn and I' 11 get the crabs and
we'll have a •Crab' session about getting to know
than and ha-J the crabs will have to open up to each
other so theh can live in harnony with the universe."
She laughed and kissed him but he felt the creeping warmth of shame cane on him. He had been her
an:i not himself. She went back to the party. A violent feeling came over him to leave to go but he
didn't oove but just sat there watching the light
play on all the faces.
Afterwards after everyone had gone they made
love. She had been hurt ~e not realizing that
everyone had but that sane just took goodness as a
shield to hide it. She took hers in a laugh and a
mock that would corrupt the words with a half-hate
which sarethimes ~ped to sh& love in a phrase
an:l her body always betrayed her, lying in bed with
scmeone she loved, carefully using her fingers to
trace little lineS in no patterns, feeling the pleasure of the other person in her finger tips that someh& Hould lose their sweat of fear ani she'd take
her hair and shove it back behind her ear though
not all of it rrade it, one strand usually curling
down like a beautiful black lace ribbon and her eyes
v..ould try to keep out the love alrrost saying no not
again, not to feel pain again but the struggle
vX)uld end and she -v10uld lose herself in the softness
of his legs and arms against hers, feeling her own
softness, listening to his breathing, wondering
whether to let lose the flood of v7ords, to cement
the !Mli.ftg in her, that \Olld ·cmse amy the deadness of be:ing an object, a feeling of passion that
she h~ to protect so that it v..ould never be killed
as everyone seemed to be trying to do, a feeli.ng to

Jazz and Cocktails
be ~iven out in the night and taken ba::k in t~e
norning amidst ruffled bed clOthes so that it could
be given out again still strong enough to move her
out of herself into whatever it was a rranent or a
man or both.
He left before 1~h. He Hanted to walk htmgry.
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Crucified
The Contest
settlin~ on her tight
y,1 ater balloon ass she
suppled one golden
french fried le!!
moreover
the other

Eye htmg on that
cross four hours

Has been postroned or shall
We say ca.rx:elled
Just to let you know
That we appreciate
Your letter of inquiry
And will anJ'lOUOOe
In the newsJBpers any future
Changes regardjng it

***

My secretary hss. ..advised me
That you dress · ~)r
That it is very cold ani
Damp up there an:i
As a consolation we are
Sending hru a box of
Chooolate and a scarf for
Winter to be forwarded

Wut a larf
a toetell larf
Walk true the woods
a long a parth.

Sun pines adjust donut no.

(P.s. We are also offering a
Subscription of our
Magazine to you at half-price t
Please reply
tl-ank you)
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Staff infection
Halking sticks are
toothpicks to me
I mouth every step
as If I wood choke
Joe Lunga
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Robert A. Winfield

the hole on which he sa·
To Father Frost

square piece of ';-Tarped plywo
Has rrore wood, except in the

Creekwater f1..lr'I'CMs and plays when punched by large
rocr_s or tickled by small;
But, as finds the boy, indifferent rocks raise
indifferent patterns.
With them, the second circle often early catches·
the first,
Fooling the boy's intent and causing him, as he
sits sorting it through,
To question first the rock, then his aim Cboth reflecting on his competence in the matter)
And finally the quality of rocks in general.
He Jlii.Wlt after, in anger, toss the nearest light
boulder,
Wetting only himself,
Or he might set again to the task,
Choosing with more measured care.

should have been, li-Ja.S air.
up arrl out tCMal'd the single
the door was missing.
"nv:mnie , can we go to t
gir1 was oored t I!Cilllie lrl'!S S
the nan had at there s
fallen to his shallders~ and
his nose. tiny 1:all bearing
sockets. hair was gnarled a
directions. eNet."':f Cft'!e in a
oot between his ADBi.ni.ng ye
if he were hard a:t work ~
while a coal. car rolled by \<J
their noses or ~ or
especially the breasts pokirl
little spots tunled on by da
ones h:md, somec:n!S l!DUth.
dark arrl could see quite wel
JroJIBTiie and the girl stc
reading the wcrds which prai
ing the ogre. pull the -em
the breasts were nice,
sanething suggestive. many
of each night a hamburger ch
fn::m the chute. at the errl
the h:mlburger.
they paid rroney and go1
slarrrned through a door an::l <
that ate them. the sun oot~
was rot arrl rroist arrl rrade 1
vJOre onlv what the limits oj
rrcmmie took off her ooat afi
closed behind them, above t:J
through t...rere the woros "fun
''mcmnie , mcmnie., i got'
at a door that proclaime::i ":
\·alked inside. there vas a
three feet fran the floor •

He could of course turn to already conquered area.
But not the true boy. No, not him.
As sleep wins that mght
He' 11 worry speeds and sizes and shapes into
circles that widen forever,
Dreaming that a father's hand guides his ann,
A father's eyes point the spot, as they share
the bank,
The water a bit nearer the man.
The rrorning will surprise him battling JSulRy· socJr-.s
and boots too big,
And heading to the creek detmmined to seize on
a rock
Which yesterday caught his fancy,
But was lost in a rroment's turn.

Paul Hudson
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square piece of Harped pl;/\vood, surrounding him
was rrore wood, except in the front Hhere the door
should have been, t-Jas air. the odor of barn passed

up ani out tCMard the single track facing where
the door was missing.
"m:mrnie, can we go to the circus today?" the
girl was oored, DDIIDie was sad.
the man had at ~ so long his cheeks ha.d
fallen to his shallde.rs._ and stalactites hung from
his nose. tiny bJ.ll bearings ~rere in the eye
so:::kets. hair was gnarled and went off in crazy
directions • eNf!!L'Y ~ in awhile a grunt squeezed
out between his nmaining yello-.1 black teeth, as
if he were hard at 'Wtrk ~. every once in a
while a coal car rolled by with people holding
their noses cr ~ or making out. he watched
especially the breasts poking through cloth, hard
little spots turned on by darkness or fear or someones hand, sc:mec:mes m:::JUth. he was used to the
dark ani could see quite well.
JIDJnmie and the girl stood at the ticket booth
reading the wcrds which prunised "reward for kissing the ogre. pull the -eoro 'if· yru dare it."
the breasts were nice. sanetimes the legs.
sanething suggestive. many dreams. at the end
of each night a hamburger dropped into his hanis
fn::rn the chute. at the errl of each night he ate
the hamburger.
they paid rroney and got into the car. it
slamnoo through a door arrl crawled into the black
that ate them. the sun outside Has hot. the air
was h:>t an:i rroist arrl nade people sweat. people
vJOre only what the limits of decency derrarrled.
rrornrnie took off her ooat after the door swung
close:i behirrl them, above the door they passed ·
through \..rere the words "ftm halse".
''mcmnie , 10CIIJDi.e., i gotta pee . " the car stopped
at a door that procla.i.Jnej "ladies roan". they
H<llke:i inside. there t-as a hole in the wall about
tl-u"ee feet fran the floor. the floor was a gigan-

tic balloon which made starrling still :impossible.
m:rnmie closed the door and looked into the hole.
a black dot a long v.ay avay looked ~k at her.
she shrugged her shoulders and backed up to the
hole berl:ling over. her skirt was short, am it
was too h:.:>t for silk. she a:imed. she said "see
how its done?" "yes m:mnie." they went back to
the car after opening the door.
he didn't smile. sanet:imes he wished he had
a canb, Qut not wtry often. he picked up the
sponge and dried his hair.
the oar they . . .
~ to a halt and they
looked at him t~ the gNen smoke. he looked
back. not .-. many ~ stopped a~ his house.
when he got tlrough ~ her breasts he looked
at her head. he didn'Fget a chan:::e to look at
many heads. brnasts usually went by too fast to
tother with any faces.
she looked at his eyes, and she looked at
the face and the sponge. the little girl read
the sign under his chin. "requited love is a pain'.'
said the sign. the little g:irl, who was only in
first grade an::l couldn't read good, said "manmie,
what does 'love' mean?"
he picked up his left hm:l and placed the
fingers on her crotch Wile he stared unblinking
at the brown of her eyes. she didn't move. leaning forward his ~ teeth nibbled on a protruding bit of blcuse. she watched as a drop of
grease stained water btmped and rolled do;.m his
cheek. she smiled;, and slowly turning she stroked
her daughters hair. "did ~u say sanething?"
she asked, taking her lam and climbing back into
the oar.
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